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Instructions for Authors

1. Manuscript submission

Legal requirements
Submission of a manuscript implies: that the work described has not been published before; that it is not under consideration for publication anywhere else; that its publication has been approved by all co-authors, if any, as well as by the responsible authorities — tacitly or explicitly — at the institute where the work has been carried out. The publisher will not be held legally responsible should there be any claims for compensation.

Permissions
Authors wishing to include figures, tables, or text passages that have already been published elsewhere are required to obtain permission from the copyright owner(s) and to include evidence that such permission has been granted when submitting their papers. Any material received without such evidence will be assumed to originate from the author(s).

How to submit
Authors should submit their articles to the journal online at http://www.editorialmanager.com/buil. A wide range of submission file formats for text and illustrations is supported by the system. However, manuscripts are preferably be submitted in Word format with any figures at the end of the manuscript. All source files uploaded by the authors will be automatically compiled into a single PDF file at the end of submission process. Building Simulation publishes all figures and illustrations in color and free of charge when deemed necessary.

Building Simulation adopts double blind review system. To accelerate the editorial process, we would like to ask you to upload the entire manuscript without any author names and acknowledgements (if any) placed within the text (Blinded Manuscript). Furthermore, please upload a separate file (Title Page), containing title, all author names (in correct order), affiliations, e-mail address of correspondence, and acknowledgements (if any).

When submitting your manuscript, please provide names and email address of two suggested reviewers.

The contact e-mail of editorial office: bsjournal@tsinghua.edu.cn

2. Manuscript preparation

Language
The journal’s language is English. Either British English or American English spelling and terminology may be used, but the system chosen should be followed consistently throughout the article. We request that the
language is corrected before submission. Submissions with unsatisfactory English will be returned without review.

**Editing services**
All manuscripts are subject to copy editing.

**Length of paper**
There is no strict limit on the length of a manuscript. Nevertheless, authors are asked to make the manuscripts as concise as possible and to limit them to less than 40 manuscript pages. Three manuscript pages (12-point font, typed in double space) equal approximately one printed page. The space required for the figures and tables should be calculated on the basis of their final printed size.

**Manuscript structure and instruction**
Follow this order when typing manuscripts: Title page, Abstract, Keywords, List of symbols, Main text, Appendix, References, Tables, Figure Captions, and Figures.

**Title page**
The title page should include:
- A concise and informative title
- The name(s) of the author(s)
- The affiliation(s) and address(es) of the author(s)
- The e-mail address of the corresponding author
- Acknowledgements (if any)

**Acknowledgements**
Acknowledgements of people, grants, funds, etc. should be placed in a separate section on the title page. The names of funding organizations should be written in full.

**Abstract**
Please provide one paragraph containing a complete but concise description of your work in 100–250 words. The abstract should consist of motivation, problem statement, approach, results, and conclusions in order to make the paper appealing to more readers. Since the abstract is indexed in many databases it should be self-contained without any undefined abbreviations or any cited references.

**Keywords**
Please provide 4 to 6 keywords which can be used for indexing purposes.

**Text formatting**
For submission in Word
- Use a normal, plain font (e.g. 12-point Times Roman), double space line, and one column for text.
- Use the automatic page numbering function to number the pages.
- Do not use field functions.
- Use tab stops or other commands for indents, not the space bar.
- Use the table function, not spreadsheets, to make tables.
- Use the equation editor or MathType for equations.
  Note: If you use Word 2007 (or higher version), do not create the equations with the default equation editor but use MathType instead.

**Footnotes**
Essential footnotes to the text should be numbered consecutively and placed at the bottom of the page to which they refer. Footnotes on the title page are not given reference symbols. Footnotes to the text are numbered consecutively; those to tables should be indicated by superscript lower-case letters (or asterisks for significance values and other statistical data).

**Formulae and symbols**
Formulae, symbols and all subscripts, superscripts, Greek letters, and other characters must be legible and carefully checked. Standard mathematical notation should be used. All symbols used in manuscript must be explained. A list of symbols should follow the abstract if such a list is needed. All equations must be numbered.
Single letters that denote mathematical constants, variables, and unknown quantities should be set in italic type in text and in equations. Numerals, operators, and punctuation should be set in Roman type (upright), as are commonly defined functions or abbreviations, e.g., cos, det, e or exp, lim, log, max, min, sin, tan, d (for derivative) should also be upright. Vectors, tensors, and matrices should be set in bold italic.

**Heading levels (numbered)**
Please use the decimal system of headings with no more than three levels.

**Figures**
- *Building Simulation* publishes all figures and illustrations in color and free of charge when deemed necessary.
- The preferred figure formats is TIFF or JPEG with minimum resolution of 600dpi relative to the final figure size.
- All figures are to be numbered using Arab numerals.
- Figure parts should be denoted by lowercase letters.
- Figures should always be cited in text in consecutive numerical order.
- For each figure, please supply a figure caption.
- Make sure to identify all elements found in the figure in the caption.
- Identify any previously published material by giving the original source in the form of a reference at the end of the caption.

**Tables**
- All tables are to be numbered using Arab numerals.
- Tables should always be cited in text in consecutive numerical order.
- For each table, please supply a table heading. The table title should explain clearly and concisely the components of the table.
- Identify any previously published material by giving the original source in the form of a reference at the end of the table heading.
- Tables should not duplicate results presented elsewhere in the manuscript (for example, in graphs).

**Units and abbreviations**
Abbreviations should be used only if deemed absolutely necessary, and should be defined at first mention in the abstract and again in the main body of the text and used consistently thereafter.

Please adhere to internationally agreed standards such as those defined by the International Organization of Standardization (ISO). Metric SI units should be used throughout except where non-SI units are more common [e.g. liter (L) for volume].

**Appendices**
If there are two or more appendices, they should be numbered consecutively. Equations in appendices should be designated differently from those in the main body of the paper, e.g. (A1), (A2) etc. In each appendix equations should be numbered separately.

**References**
The list of references should only include works that are cited in the text and that have been published or accepted for publication. Personal communications and unpublished works should only be mentioned in the text. Do not use footnotes or endnotes as a substitute for a reference list.

**Citation in text**
Cite references in the text by *name* and *year* in parentheses. Some examples:
- Negotiation research spans many disciplines (Thompson 1990)
- This result was later contradicted (Becker and Seligman 1996)
- This effect has been widely studied (Abbott 1991; Barakat et al. 1995; Kelso and Smith 1998; Medvec et al. 1993)
- Negotiation research spans many disciplines (Thompson 1990a, b)
List style
Reference list entries should be alphabetized by the last names of the first author of each work.

(a) Journal article

(b) Book (authored)

(c) Book chapter

(d) Paper presented at a conference

(e) Paper in proceedings

(f) Thesis or Dissertation

(g) Newspaper article

(h) Patent

(i) Non-English publication

(j) Article by DOI

(k) Online document

Electronic supplementary material (ESM)
If ESM is submitted, it will be published as received from the author in the online version only. ESM may consist of

- information that cannot be printed: animations, video clips, sound recordings;
- information that is more convenient in electronic form: sequences, spectral data, etc.;
- large amounts of original data, e.g., additional tables, illustrations, etc.;
- if supplying any ESM, the text must make specific mention of the material as a citation, similar to that of figures and tables (e.g., “…as shown in Animation 3.”).
3. Transliteration

Where possible, all examples from languages not using the Latin alphabet, in particular Asian languages, should be transliterated using an accepted system of transliteration. Authors should use their chosen system consistently throughout the manuscript. Where no standard system has been adopted in the literature (e.g., examples of certain dialects never described before), use symbols to represent sounds that are as close to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols as possible, and give explanations where appropriate. Where a transliteration system is already used in the literature, no new transliteration system invented by the author will be accepted.

4. Research data policy

The journal encourages authors, where possible and applicable, to deposit data that support the findings of their research in a public repository. Authors and editors who do not have a preferred repository should consult Springer Nature’s list of repositories and research data policy.

- List of Repositories
- Research Data Policy

General repositories—for all types of research data—such as Figshare and Dryad may also be used. Datasets that are assigned digital object identifiers (DOIs) by a data repository may be cited in the reference list. Data citations should include the minimum information recommended by DataCite: authors, title, publisher (repository name), identifier. For example:


- DataCite

Springer Nature provides a research data policy support service for authors and editors, which can be contacted at researchdata@springernature.com.

This service provides advice on research data policy compliance and on finding research data repositories. It is independent of journal, book and conference proceedings editorial offices and does not advise on specific manuscripts.

- Helpdesk

5. After acceptance

Copyright
Authors will be asked to transfer copyright of the article to the Publisher (or grant the Publisher exclusive publication and dissemination rights). This will ensure the widest possible protection and dissemination of information under copyright laws.

Proof reading
The purpose of the proof is to check for typesetting errors and the completeness and accuracy of the text, tables and figures. Substantial changes in content, e.g., new results, corrected values, title and authorship, are not allowed without the approval of the Editor.

Online first
The articles will be published online after receipt of the corrected proofs. This is the official first publication citable with the DOI. After release of the printed version, the paper can also be cited by issue and page numbers.

After online publication, further changes can only be made in the form of an Erratum, which will be hyperlinked to the article.
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